
                                                            A REPORT 

on the contributions to the campaign funds made by the political parties having 

participated  in the Referendum campaigning and the use thereon 

 

According to Article 21 of the NKR Law <On Referendum> and Article 26 of the NKR Electoral Code, 

"Free Motherland", Artsakh Democratic Party and "National Renaissance" parties have formed campaign 

funds of the Referendum. 

The Oversight and Audit Service  created by N 3-I decision of February 20, 2017 of the NKR Central 

Referendum Commission, controlled the whole process of the formation of the campaign funds, voluntary 

contributions to the funds, the calculation and expenditures thereon. For the implementation of those 

transactions the political parties had been provided daily methodical and practical assistance. At the aim of 

financing their campaigning the aforementioned political parties opened temporary special accounts in 

"Artsakhbank" CJSC and "Ardshinbank" CJSC.  

NKR Central Referendum Commission took all the necessary measures so that the political parties could 

open campaign funds, implement respective transactions and submit declarations in the prescribed term. All 

the operating banks of the NKR were informed by the NKR Central Referendum Commission on the legal 

bases of the relations with the campaign performers in the appropriate written forms in timely manner, they 

were provided all the necessary information. The corresponding workers of the mentioned banks were 

instructed for the implementation of the transactions of the campaign funds. 

After opening temporary special accounts in "Artsakhbank" CJSC and "Ardshinbank" CJSC, those 

banks  submitted  references to the Central Referendum Commission once every three days on the 

financial revenues and expenditures of the campaign funds of the political parties. 

The authorized representatives of the political parties were instructed for the formation of the 

campaign funds in the established procedure, implemetation of the expenditures, as well as, for avoiding 

possible violations. 

The Oversight and Audit Service  having studied and generalized  the submitted declarations and 

other documents, found out, that the total amount of the payments made in the campaign funds compiled 

5320.0 thousands AMD,  the amount of the expenditures -5042.9 thousands AMD, and the balance 277.1 

thousand AMD. 

The authorized representatives of political parties, mainly in good faith fulfilled all the transactions 

related to their funds. In terms of the formation of funds, revenues and expenditures there was no rude 

violation protocolled.   
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